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Abstract

The oxygen exchange constant, photosynthetic rate, and respiration rate for several
Swiss rivers have been determined using only the continuous data record of a single oxygen
electrode, the measured tcmpcrature, and an assumed ideal light intensity curve in conjunction with a simple model rate equation and a novel cross-correlation computational
technique. The method can, in favorable circumstances, be extended to determine also
total carbonate dynamics from continuous pH measurements.
For the Aare at Bern in March 1974, the oxygen exchange constant was 0.38 h-l, the
respiration rate was 0.6 mg liter-’ h-l, and mean photosynthetic rate was 0.28 mg liter-l
h-l. The exchange rate for dissolved (but not hydrated or ionized) COti was 0.91 times
that for dissolved oxygen. and the ratio of 02 molecules released to COP molecules consumed during photosynthesis was about 1.2.

It has long been recognized that the servations for the determination of rates of
conthree most important
kinetic processes both photosynthesis and respiration:
governing dissolved oxygen in rivers are tinuous records of two spatially separated
oxygen monitors; the stream velocity; the
exchange with the atmosphere, total respimeasureration, and photosynthetic production.
Al- light intensity; an independent
though direct measurements of gas ex- mcnt or estimate of the exchange constant;
and the stream temperature from which to
change rates have been made for a few
calculate the oxygen saturation value. In
rivers using radioactive tracers, a technique
addition a requirement for uniform light
pioneered by Tsivoglou (1967) and Tsivointensity
along the stretch considered
glou et al. ( 1965, 1970)) both photosynthemeans that only days with either clear
sis and respiration appear to be accessible
weather or uniform cloud cover are genonly by indirect methods-model
building
and parameter estimation. Since the clas- erally suitable. The method does permit
the observation of day-to-day variations in
sic work of Streeter and Phelps (1925)
respiration and photosynthetic
efficiency,
many indirect methods have been proat least during uniform weather. The value
posed, but none of these attempts to dcterof light intensity measurements together
mine more than two of the three critical
kinetic rates. Moreover, application of the with the use of an array of oxygen monielegant theory of parameter estimation in tors for determining the kinetics of processes occurring on a brief time scale can
linearly distributed
systems, as suggested
hardly be overstated. Indeed, Kelly and
recently by Koivo and Koivo ( 1973), will
coworkers (personal communication)
presrequire in each case a rather large quantity
ently have work in progress in which the inof “distributed”
data.
Kelly et al. (1974) have proposed a cident light intensity and dissolved oxygen
data from a single station, along with the
sophistication
of the simple upstreammeasured temperature, are used to dcterdownstream method of Odum (1956) that
mint values of, and day-to-day variations
yields greatly improved accuracy in dcterin, the exchange constant and photosynminations of net oxygen production.
This
method requires several experimental ob- thetic rate.
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0, dynamics in rivers
We propose here a simple indirect
method for determining
average values
( over a l-month period) of the exchange
constant, photosynthetic
rate, and respiration rate from just the continuous data
record of a single oxygen electrode and the
(constant)
temperature.
The effects of
random temporal and spatial light modulation by clouds and atmospheric dust are
eliminated by computing the cross-correlation function between the dissolved oxygen
and an assumed ideal relative light intensity curve. This method is comparatively
inexpensive, and can also be applied to
data collected in the past. Moreover, it
offers several internal criteria for consistency, which, when not satisfied, indicate
failure of one or more of the assumptions of
the model. Basically, the method relies on
three observed quantities,
the time-lag
( behind the sunlight) and amplitude of the
24-h periodic response of the dissolved oxygen and the time-average value, to determine the three kinetic rates of the model.
The rivers examined in this study all exhibited
diurnal temperature
fluctuations
negligible
in the sense that predicted
changes in oxygen saturation values were
of much smaller magnitude (i.e. a few percent or less) and of opposite sign than the
changes in dissolved oxygen observed.
Even in the most extreme case the diurnal
temperature fluctuations were <0.5 OC. For
rivers with greater temperature variations
the method we propose would have to be
modified.
We thank W, Stumm, H. Ambiihl, R.
Koblctt, P. Erni, and J, Wetzel for their
interest and assistance. M. Fischer and his
collaborators at the Swiss Federal Water
Resource Bureau provided data and further important information.
The model and basic theory
The river is assumed to be uniform in
the sense that its gas exchange constants,
respiration rate, photosynthetic
cfficicncy,
temperature, and velocity are all indepcndent of position x along the stretch under
consideration.
The
equation-of -motion
obeyed by the dissolved oxygen in the coor-
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dinate system stationary with respect to
the river bank is assumed to be given by
Eq. 1 ( Table 1)) where the symbol 0 =
0( x,t ) is used to denote the local instantaneous concentration [02] of dissolved oxygen (mg liter-l), 7cbis the outgassing constant (h-l), or exchange rate, kl is the
invasion constant (h-l), On denotes the
constant concentration (mg liter-l) of atmospheric oxygen, /3 is the total respiration
rate (mg liter-l h-l) due to both moving
and bottom-fixed agents, I( x,t) is the local
instantaneous light intensity incident on
the upper surface of the river, a is the
photosynthetic
rate coefficient (mg liter-l
h-l per unit intensity on the upper surface),
and v is the stream velocity.
In addition to river uniformity the principal assumptions implicit in Eq. 1 are that
the stream is well mixed, possessing no vertical oxygen gradients; that photosynthesis
is always strictly light limited, and the concomitant release of oxygen into the water
is instantaneous; that longitudinal diffusion
is negligible; that the effect of dilution by
groundwater is contained in p, so it actually represents a lower limit to the true
respiration rate; and that mechanical entrainment of bubbles is negligible, so that
the saturation oxygen concentration
for
the river is that for still water at the same
The linear relation between
temperature.
net productivity
and light intensity recently reported by Kelly et al. (1974) arguts strongly for a light-limited
photosynthesis, From simultaneous measurements
of light intensity and dissolved oxygen on
the small artificial stream channels at Tuffenwies ( Switzerland) obtained by Eichenbcrger, it is apparent that the dissolved
oxygen response to a sudden increase in
sunlight is very rapid, any lag being of
less than a few minutes. Thus, the third
assumption above is probably realistic, so
long as the oxygen exchange lifetimes 70 =
( 7cb)-l in which we are interested are much
longer than the release time of a few minutes or less.
The respiration rate should be independent of the dissolved oxygen concentration, provided that [O,] values >3 mg ml-l
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Table 1. Equations 1-7.
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prevail and that respiration deep within
thick films and large floes is negligible
( Wuhrmann 1964).
It should be noted that in this method
both the oxygen exchange constant k, and
the mean photosynthetic
rate a(I) are
determined entirely from the diurnal variations in dissolved oxygen and are, therefore, independent of those assumptions affecting only the steady state properties of
the river, such as entrainment of bubbles,
dilution by groundwater, and so on. The
quantity /3, being determined in part from
the steady state value, is quite sensitive to
all of the assumptions of the model and is
the least reliable number in that respect.
However, long term changes in p, over a
span of years, for example, are expected to
accurately reflect any changes in the total
respiration
rate. The unusually
smooth
channels in which these rivers flow, albeit
with fairly high velocities (1.0-2.0 m s-l),
only rarely manifest “white water” reaches,
so bubble entrainment is probably not a

significant factor. The value determined
by p remains a valid lower limit in any
case.
Both the light intensity and dissolved
oxygen at any point x may be expressed in
terms of a stationary average part and a
fluctuating
( in time) part, as indicated in
Eq. 2 and 3 (Table l), where the mean
light intensity (I) is assumed to be independent of x.
Substitution of 2 and 3 into Eq. 1 and
separation of stationary and time-dependent parts gives Eq. 4 and 5.
If the river begins at x = -L, then the
appropriate solution of the steady state Eq.
4 is given by 6. The first term on the righthand side is the plateau value attained by
the river far downstream, where the effect of any initial excess (or deficit) of
dissolved oxygen at x = -L has been
damped out. The second term, of course,
represents the exponential damping of the
initial excess at x = -L with increasing distance, or equivalently
with flow-time tfl

O2 dynamics
Table 2.

in rivers
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Equations 8-13.
---
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t QJt1 + coschl~ -

= ( x + L ) /II, along the river. As long as
the stretch (x + L) upstream from the oxygcn monitor is long enough to provide a
flow-time amounting to a couple of oxygen
exchange lifetimes or more, any initial excess or deficit will be damped to a neglialso serves
gible level. This condition
as a criterion for the distance over which
the river should be uniform in order for our
model to be valid. Henceforth, we shall
assume that this condition is always met.
In this case Eq. 6 reduces to 7, where use
has been made of the relation O,, = 7cfOn/
lcD, O,, being the equilibrium value of dissolved oxygen. Equation 7 permits determination of the respiration rate /3, when
the average value of the dissolved oxygen
(0), the exchange constant kb, and the
mean photosynthetic rate a(l) are known.
The ideal light intensity, which would
prevail in the absence of clouds, smoke,
smog, fog, and other light attenuators is

denoted by J( t ) , The actual light intensity
experienced by the river I( x,t ) is the ideal
intensity modulated by random variations
in cloud cover and atmospheric particulates,
as indicated in Eq. 8 (Table 2)) where the
opacity factor R( x,t) = (R) + AR( x,t) consists of an average (over the time interval
in question) part (R), indepcndcnt of time
and position, and a (nearly) Gaussian randomly fluctuating part A.R( x,t ), that may
vary with both time and position along the
river. The values of lAR( x,t) 1must be generally <LO to prevent negative intensities,
so that AR(t) cannot be a strictly Gaussian
random variable.
The ideal light intensity J( t) is symmetrical about a midday peak and may be
approximated by the first few terms of a
Fourier cosine series, as shown in Eq. 9,
with coefficients J, to be discussed later.
The zero-value of the time is taken precisely at local geographic noon, which oc-
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curs at about 1244 hours official Zurich
time for the sites involved in this study. A
single day from midnight to midnight encompasses the interval -12 < t < +I2.
The fluctuating part of the opacity factor
may also be represented as a Fourier series
over the interval of observation S ( I month
in the present study), as in Eq. 10, wherein
wz = 12~/S. Because S N (30) 9 (24) h,
AR( x,t) has about 30 times more terms in
any given frequency range than does the
ideal light intensity. Exact knowledge of
the al(x), bl( x) is not necessary for our
purposes, but it can be shown that these
quantities are very small. Since IAR( x,t ) 1
must be <LO for all times, the time average
of IAR( x,t) I2 must also be <LO. This leads
to Eq. 11, because the time averages of
both cos2( ozt ) and sin2( ozt ) are %, while
the time averages of all cross-products vanish. We assume that AR( x,t ) contains contributions from a great many frequency
components 01 over the entire range from
very slow, corresponding
to long term
secular variations in the regional weather
pattern, to very fast, corresponding to the
rapid passage of clouds overhead. It is assumed that no single frequency component,
in particular
the one with 24-h period,
is much larger than all the rest. Under
these conditions, it is evident that a very
large number of frequency
components
will make roughly comparable contributions
in Eq. 11, so that for any single component
Iall < 1.0, lbll Q 1.0.
In view of Eq. 8,9, and 10, the stationary
and fluctuating
components of the actual
light intensity are given by 12 and 13,
where the symbol a2, = n2n/24 has been
used for the principal frequencies of the
ideal light intensity. Equation 13 is just a
large collection of sine and cosine terms of
different frequencies. Because the partial
differential Eq. 5 is linear, the solution for
any such sum of sine and cosine driving
terms is the sum of solutions for each driving term by itself. In the interest of preserving continuity, the detailed mathematical derivation is given later and only the
results are presented here.
If WC neglect again initial conditions (in

space and time) the solution of Eq. 5 is
given by 14 (Table 3)) wherein A, and T,
are defined by Eq. 15 and 16, and general
expressions for the other coefficients and
time delays are given later. Because of the
conditions lal(x) I < 1 and lb,(x) I < 1, it
can be shown for terms with frequency
equal to a principal frequency Q, w< kb
that the inequalities 17 and 18 hold with a
similar inequality holding for Dmtl, IPmll.
These inequalities hold, as we !I1, for higher
principal frequencies, a2, > 7cb,if the spatially varying parts of an(x), bm(x) are also
assumed to be (nearly) Gaussian random
variables.
The predominant contribution,
then, to
the oxygen response at any principal frequency fi2, of the ideal light intensity comes
only from the il, term in Eq. 14, since the
terms from the ( B,C ) and ( D,E ) sums
with the same frequency are insignificant
compared to W,. In particular the amplitude A1 and time lag T1 of the 24-h component of the dissolved oxygen record are
given accurately by Eq. 15 and 16 (with
n = 1). Thus, knowledge of the time lag
T1 yields 7c, directly, and knowledge of the
amplitude A1 gives cx( 1 - (R) )J,. This information, together with a knowledge of
allows p to be calculated
(0) and JO/L,
from Eq. 1 and 12.
Determination
of the amplitude
and
time lag of the 24-h component directly by
Fourier projection has been eschewed in
this study, primarily because it affords no
self-consistency check on the validity of
the model itself. Instead we have adopted
the cross-correlation function method described below.
Cross-correlation function for
sunlight and dissolved oxygen
The kinetics of the river oxygen model
are manifested in time-delayed correlations
between the ideal sunlight and dissolved
oxygen. We have used the observed dissolved oxygen record 0 ( tz), digitized at a
sequence of regularly spaced times to, tl
= 1 ’ St, t2 = 2 . at, , . ) thl= N
together with an assumed shape i( tt) for the
l

l

at,

OS dynamics
Table 3.
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Equations 14-18.
N
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ideal sunlight curve to compute the crosscorrelation function, defined by Eq. 19
(Table 4), wherein r = I * 6t is the particular time delay, and the average values
are defined by Eq. 20 and 21.
The theoretically expected cross-correlation function can be calculated from the
corresponding integral formulation in Eq.
22, wherein T is a very large value of the
time and where also relation 3 has been
used.
The particular shape of the idcal sunlight curve assumed in this study was that
given in Eq. 23, which has also the Fourier
cosine series shown in Eq. 24 with coefficients i0 = 0.25, i1 =0.425, ig = 0.25, j3 =
0.085. In view of the predominance of the
first three terms in Eq. 24, the 8-h and
shorter period components will be neglected. An expression similar to 23 was
used by Gachter (1972) in a study of pri-

mary production of plankton in the Lake
of Luzern ( Vierwaldstattersee) .
Substitution of Eq. 24 into 22 and evaluation of the integrals leads to the final result ( Eq. 25) where iii, & and ?‘I, Tz are
given by Eq. 15 and 16. Each Fourier
frequency component of i(t) acts to select
out only its corresponding frequency term
from the dissolved oxygen response. The
noise in the dissolved oxygen record arising
from clouds and atmospheric particulates
is, essentially, completely rejected in the
cross-correlation function computed over a
sufficiently long record time T.
It is an important feature of this model
that the exchange constant 7cbcan be determined from the observed time lag T1 (or
T2) and Eq. 16, without knowledge of
either the precise shape i(t) or the actual
magnitude of the ideal sunlight curve, J( t ) .
Moreover, only the relative shape of the
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Table 4.

Equations 19-26.
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ideal sunlight curve, not its absolute magnitude, is required for determination of the
rates of photosynthesis and respiration. The
relative shape is fixed by assuming relation
26, where I0 is the (unknown)
maximum
intensity of the ideal sunlight curve, and
i(t) is the unitless shape of Eq. 23 and 24.
The amplitude ratio jLAl : j2A2 of the
24-h to the 12-h component is significantly
enhanced in the cross-correlation function
with respect to the dissolved oxygen rccord, because it goes as ( il : j2)2 rather than
(il : i2).
We used two different methods to analyze our computed (by Eq. 19) cross-correlation functions.
Method I-Under
the assumption that
the 24-h component in C( 7) is dominant,

WC neglect the 12-h component and analyze the computed cross-correlation function in terms of the simple formula 27 (Table 5), wherein Tl is given by Eq. 28b,
and where also (using jI = 0.425) A1 is
given in 28a. The time delay T1 is taken
simply as the displacement of the first
maximum in C (7) from the origin at 7 = 0,
while Al is taken as half the vertical trough.to-crest displacement.
Knowledge of Tr,
AI, and (0) enables calculation of kf,, a( 1
- (R) ) IO, and p using Eq. 16, 28, and 7 together with the ratio Jr : Jo = jI : jo = 1.70.
With a knowledge of a( 1 - (R) ) IO, either
the mean photosynthetic rate over all times
or the average rate at any time of day can
be easily calculated.
Method II-Under
the assumption that

O2 dynamics
Table 5.
Method
(27)

Equations 27-28.
I

CC-r) '- A1 cos

[EC ._,,;I

(28a)

- <R')IO
A1 = ('J.'+25)2a(1
2(RL2 t kb2)1'2

(28b)

T1 = (l/G,)

; s2
1

q

2~
2-T

tan-l(Ql/kb)

C(r) contains just 24-h and 12-h components, the 24-h component can bc isolated
by the following simple procedure. Using
standard trigonometric identities, we write
Table 6.

Eq. 25 in the somewhat different form of
29 (Table 6)) where the al, hl, atL, 792are
related to parameters of the model by Eq.
30-33.
It is easily verified from Eq. 29 that the
amplitudes a I, 7~1,az, b2 can be detcrmincd
from the computed cross-correlation function using Eq. 34a,b,c,d, where the argumcnts of C(r) are given in hours. Equations 30 and 31 enable calculation of kb and
a( 1 - (R) ) I0 from al and bl, which are
found from the computed C(r) using 34a
and b. The quantity /3 is determined from
(0), using Eq. 7 and J1 : Jo = 1.70.
All of our computed cross-correlation
functions have been analyzed by both
methods. For well behaved streams, such
as the Aarc at Bern, the diffcrcnce in rc-

Equations 29-34.

Method
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Fig. 1. Digitized raw data for dissolved oxygen in Aare River at Bern for March 1974. Digitation interval is almost exactly 12 min (0.2 h).

Fig. 2. Digitized raw data for dissolved oxygen in Aare River at Brugg for January 1972. Digitation interval same as Fig. 1.

suits between the two methods is not large,
as is shown below. A river is here operationally defined to be well behaved when
the parameters determined using al, bl are
similar to those found using a2, b2, both
by method II.

reveal very little indication of the underlying regularity to the unaided eye.
The raw data were obtained by pumping
river water (rather quickly) from a depth
oE between 1 and 2 m and a position several meters from the bank into a receptacle
containing [ 02], pII, temperature, and conductivity
electrodes.
The polarographic
Clark oxygen membrane electrodes were
calibrated monthly, the reported average
drift being about 0.2 mg liter-* with a maximum of 0.5.

Raw duta and calculutions
Continuous output records of single amperometric oxygen electrodes were supplied in chart form by the Swiss Federal
Water Resource Bureau.
These curves
were digitized at l-mm intervals (corresponding almost exactly to 12 min) in 8day stretches and stored on magnetic tape.
Interpretation, correction for gaps and overlaps, and reassembly of the records were
effected by specially written
programs.
Gaps in the dissolved oxygen record were
systematically withheld from the computation of C (7) and the corresponding averages (0) and (i).
The best and the worst of our digitized
raw data records are displayed in Figs. 1
and 2. Although the diurnal oscillation of
the dissolved oxygen is clearly apparent in
the Aare-Bern data, the Aare-Brugg data

Results and discussion
Computed cross-correlation functions of
sunlight and dissolved oxygen for the raw
data records of Figs. 1 and 2 are presented
in Fig. 3. The dramatic rejection of random cloud noise in the computed crosscorrelation
function
is immediately
apparent from a comparison of Figs. 2 and 3
( lower ) .
A summary of results determined by
method I and pertinent related data for the
rivers involved in this study are presented
in Table 7A. Corresponding
results obtained by method II are presented in Ta-

Fig. 3. Computed cross-correlation function between ideal (unitless) sunlight curve j(t) (given
by Eq. 23) and dissolved oxygen records of Figs. 1 (upper) and 2 (lower). Only every second point
is plotted, so time delay between points is 24 min (0.4 h). Units of cross-correlation function are mg
liter”.
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Pertinent river data obtained by (A) method I and (B) method II.
-

River-Station

Date

Temp
(OC>

Oe

CO>

Amplitude

hs a-5
A. Method I
Aare-Bern
*are-Bern
Aare*-Brugg*
Aare-Brugg
Reuss*-Mellingen*
Reuss-Mellingen
Limmat-Baden
Limmat*-Baden*
Rhein-Rheinfelden
Rhein-Rheinfelden
B. Method II

Jan
Mar
Jan
Sep
Jan
Jul
Feb
Jun
Feb
Jul

74
74
72*
72
72*
72
72
72*
72
72

*are-Bern
*are-Bern
Aare*-Brugg*
Aare-Brugg
Reuss*-Millingen*
Reuss-Millingen
Limmat-Baden
Limmat*-Baden*
Rhein-Rheinfelden
Rhein-Rheinfelden

Jan
Mar
Jan
Sep
Jan
Jul
Feb
Jun
Feb
Jul

74
74
72*
72
72*
72
72
72*
72
72

5
6
4.4*
15.2
4.4*
5.1
1.5.2*
4.9
18.1

*A maximum in the cross-correlation
invalid.

12.23
11.92
12.36*
9.60
12.36*
9.14
12.20
9.60"
12.26
9.03

10.82
11.77
10.36*
8.25
9.05*
9.31
9.12
9.08*
10.89
9.49

*1
0.228
0.421
0.0095*
0.056
0.029*
0.041
0.124
0.074*
0.093
0.037
*2
0.222
0.422
0.00?8*
0.047
*
0.041
0.124
*
0.090
0.037

function

occurred

ble 7B. The asterisks indicate that the
corresponding
cross-correlation
functions
exhibit either primary or secondary maxima
occurring later than 1800 ( geographical
time), the June 1972 data of Limmat-Raden
being an example of the former, and the
January 1972 data of Aare-Brugg
and
Reuss-Mellingen
being examples of the
latter. Such peculiar behavior of the dissolved oxygen is outside the scope of our
simple model, which does not permit a
maximum in dissolved oxygen to develop
after sundown. It is a crucial feature of this
approach that such important feedback regarding validity of the model is often directly apparent in the computed cross-correlation function.
Ignoring
the data with asterisks, for
which the model is known to bc seriously
inadequate, we see that the simple method
I gives values fairly close to those of the
slightly more complicated method II. The
amplitudes A1, A2 for the 24-h component
in the cross-correlation function are within
a few percent in every case. The exchange

later

T

kb

(h)

(h-'1

2.40
2.20
0.60*
3.20
2.70*
1.50
1.28
12*
1.30
2.00

0.25(1CR>)a1

a

kb'eq

0
-1
(mg R h")

0.360
0.403
1.65*
0.236
O-307*
0.632
0.752
*
0.739
0.453

0.28
0.56
0.04*
0.06
0.03*
0.08
0.27
*
0.20
0.05

0.79
0.62
3.34x
0.37
1.05*
-0.03
2.59
*
1.22
-0.16

4.40
4.80
20.39"
2.37
3.79*
5.78
9.17

0.376
0.386
0.120*
0.344
*
0.505
0.807
*
0.535
0.461

0.28
0.81
0.54
0.60
0.006* 0.25*
0.06
0.520
*
*
0.06
-0.02
0.29
2.78
*
*
0.15
0.88
0.06
-0.15

4.60
4.60
1.48*
3.30
*
4.61
9.85
*
6.55
4.16

than 1800, indicating

9fiO6
4.09

model is

constants k, obtained by method I differ
from those obtained by method II by various amounts up to as much as 40% for the
September 1972 data of Aare-Brugg and
the February I972 data of Rhein-Rheinfelden. However, for the Aare-Bern data,
which conform much better to the model
(as judged from analysis of the 12-h component ), the discrepancy in exchange constants between the two methods is only
about 5%. The mean photosynthetic rates
are again quite close for the two methods,
while agreement for the respiration rates is
about the same as for the exchange constants. The primary advantage of method
II is that it is less sensitive to deviations of
the real river from the model, especially
spurious 12-h perturbations.
Of the five river-monitoring
stations involved in this study, only one appears to
provide data that conform well to the
model at all seasons. The Aare-Bern observations reflect a relatively
undisturbed
stretch of river, smoothly supplied with water and plankton at its origin some 50 km

0, &namics
upstream at Thunersee. All other points
of observation are below river stretches
more heavily disturbed by population and
industry. In fact, all sites except Aare-Bern
have some kind of dam or power plant
within a couple of oxygen exchange lifetimes upstream from the monitoring station. The Limmat-Baden
data, taken immediately below a dam, arc so strongly
perturbed by nonrandom, nonsunlight-induced variations in dissolved oxygen that
they are essentially useless for quantitative
purposes and will henceforth be disregardecl.
A detailed discussion of the idiosyncraties of the individual rivers has been given
elsewhere (Schurr and Ruchti 1975). General conclusions drawn from our results
follow.
The summer average (over day and
night) photosynthetic
rates (0.25) a( l(R) ) I0 are quite similar for the proximal
Reuss-Mellingen,
Aare-Brugg, and RheinRheinfelden stations, being about 0.06 mg
liter-l h-l.
The mean photosynthetic
rates on the
lower river sections (Brugg, Mellingen,
and Rheinfelden ) are smaller by an order
of magnitude than those of the Aare at
Bern (far upstream from Brugg).
The exchange constants k, for the summer data of Aare-Brugg and Reuss-Mellingen, and also for summer and winter data
of Rhein-Rheinfelden,
are roughly of the
same magnitude as those for the Aare at
Bern. There is no evidence of a markedly
reduced exchange constant associated with
the greater size and depth of rivers in the
lower northern stretches.
The Reuss-Mellingen
and Rhein-Rheinfeldcn achieve steady state supersaturation
of dissolved oxygen in summer, despite
rather small amplitudes of the 24-h components of their dissolved oxygen responses,
The steady state values are, thus, anomalously high in relation to the computed
photosynthetic
rates. This circumstance
results in negative computed respiration
rates, which cannot bc explained within
the framework of the model, The anomalously high temperatures
of these two

in rivers
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streams in summer may also be a related
factor, Since oxygen solubility
decreases
with temperature, a fairly rapid increase in
temperature with distance could provide a
potential means of achieving supersaturation in the absence of unusually vigorous
photosynthesis.
The maximum rate of photosynthesis
a ( 1 - (R) ) I0 (just 4 times the mean rate )
is found to be about a quarter of the atmospheric invasion rate k!OA = khOeq for the
Aarc at Bern in January 1974, rising to
about a half in March 1974.
The most reliable (i.e. method II) respiration rates /3 lie in the range OS-O.8 mg
liter-l h-l.
A knowledge of the initial rate of oxygen
consumption in a dark, isolated liter of
river water together with the total respiration rate p would enable one to determine
separately the respiratory
contributions
from suspended and bottom fixed agents.
Hydrographic
data for monthly mean
flow, mean depth, and mean speed at the
gauging stations, and the effective piston
velocity [computed using (piston velocity)
= (mean depth x kb) ] are presented in
Table 8. Unfortunately,
the mean depth
and mean speed data apply only to channel
cross-sections at the gauging stations and
may not be representative of true longitudinal average properties along the streambeds. The origin of the somewhat larger
piston velocities found at Brugg, Mellingen,
and Rheinfelden than at Bern is a mystery,
though it Inay be related to the close proximity of upstream power plants in the
former cases.
The exchange constants found here may
bc compared with those found using the
direct tracer method on somewhat smaller,
more slowly moving streams in the southeast US. by Tsivoglou et al. (1970). The
South River (1.4-2.8 m3 s-l) exhibited rate
constants from 0.14-0.25 h-l, and 0.16-0.28
h-l over one 8-h stretch; the Patuxent exhibited values in the range 0.09-0.15 and
0.12-0.15 over a 12-14-h stretch; the much
larger and slower Chatahoochee (28.3 m3
S-I> exhibited
much lower exchange constants from 0.01-0.04 h-l. The Flint River
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Table 8. Pertinent hydrographic
sische Amt fiir Wasserwirtschaft ),
River

Station

Month

Aare
Aare,

Bern
Bern

Jan 74
Mar 74

Aare"
Aare

Brugg"C
Brag

Reussfc
Reuss
Limmat
Limmat"

data at the various gauging stations (supplied
Mean Flow
Cm3 s -5

Mean Depth
at Gauging
Station(m)

Mean Speed
at Gauging
Station
(ms-1)

by the EidgenBs-

kb
(h-l 1

Piston
Velocity
(mh-'>

55
68.7

0.87
1.09

1.35
1.47

0.376
0.386

0.33
0.42

Jan 72fc
Sep 72

1 4 7 22
169

2.92*
3.12

0.120a
0.344

0.35"
1.07

Mellingen"
Mellingen

Jan 722"
Jul 72

37 22
224

1.43*
2.59

0.96"
1.00
0 . l+g %:
1.47

4
0.505

1.31

Baden
Baden"

Feb 72
Jun 72"

45
103"

1.20
1.614

0.94
1.43:s

0.807
t'c

O -g7$c

Rhein
Rheinfelden
Feb 72
408
2.68
0.87
Rhein
Rheinfelden
Jul 72
1141
3.55
1.57
*A maximumin the cross-correlation
function occurred later than 1800, indicating

( 0.28-0.57 m3 s-l ) manifested unusually
large variations in exchange constant from
one point to another, with values in the
range 0.17-12.4 h-l. The somewhat larger
average values of the exchange constants
for our Swiss rivers are undoubtedly a consequence of their rather higher velocities
( ->l
m s-l ) than those of the American
streams (-< 0.5 m s-l).
It should be emphasized that only the
observed oxygen record, the saturation oxygen value (determined from the temperature), and an assumed sunlight shape were
necessary to obtain the results presented
here.
pH, C02, and photosynthesis
We generally observed that periodic maxima in pH, presumably associated with CO2
depletion, accompanied the periodic maxima in dissolved oxygen. Although the exchange dynamics of COa are more complex, owing to the ionization equilibria in
which it participates, in favorable cases
(e.g. Aare-Bern) an analysis can be carried
out almost exactly as for ]O,].
The pertinent reactions, following Stumm
and Morgan ( 1970)) are
I&c@* = 11’ + I-Ic@,-; &,
HC03- = II’ + C032-; K2,
where the compound quantity [H2CO$] t
1C02( aq) ] + [H&03]
has been used in

0.535
0.461
model is invalid.

%c

1.43
1.64

the first equilibrium.
The pK values for
Ki and K2 at 5°C are tabulated by Stumm
and Morgan. After correction for the prevailing ionic strength, I = 2 x 1O-3 using
their formulae, we obtain K1 = 3.19 x10-’
M-l and K2 = 3.365 x lo-l1 M-l.
The total carbonate concentration
CT
= [C02(aq)]
+ [H2C03] + [HC03-] +
[COs2-] is related to the alkalinity
[Alk]
(about LO-l.5 x 1O-3 for these Swiss rivers) and the hydrogen ion concentration
by Eq. 35 (Table 9). The quantities ~11
and a2 are defined by Eq. 36 and 37. The
fraction f. of total carbonate present as
CO2 ( aq), which is the only species capable
of exchanging with the air, is given in Eq.
38.
The dynamical equation for CT is presented in Eq. 39, wherein kCb is the exchange constant appropriate for CO2 ( aq) .
It has been assumed that equilibration
among carbonate species is sufficiently
rapid to justify use of the equilibrium fraction f. in the outgassing rate.
The principal difficulty is that a change
in CT, as effected by photosynthesis or gas
exchange, is coupled to a change in [H+]
through Eq. 3537, which in turn is coupled to a change in f. by Eq. 38. With an
alkalinity of 1.5 x 1O-3 (close to observed
values for the Aare at Thunersee) the corresponding values of CT and f. for various
pH values can be computed using Eq. 35

OS dynumics
Table 9.
(35)

Equations 35-42.
-

CT = (CAlkI
:

CAlkl/(al

(-

(36)

ctl

=

(37)

a2

=
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[OH-I

+ [H+l)/(al

for pH values
these rivers

+ ~(~1

CH+l
kl

+ltk2

a
k2kl

t

+ ap)
of

-1

+
CH 1
a

+ 1

-l

k2
-1

(38)

f,

CCO,(aq)l

q

q

1

t

kl
-+

t

CH 1

cT

Qk2

-~r-T--T----r---r-l---l
1.47
1.49

7

CH 1

1.51

1.53

1.55

1.57

1.59

C, x IO3 (moles/lifer)
(39)

acrr

q

-”

acT

.- kCbfoCT

t

kCfCA

- ci'I(X,t)

+ a'

2-r

at

(41)

fo(

(42)

c,(-t)

t)

= <IO>

+ Afo(t)

<CT'

+ AC,(t)

q

and 38. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the rclation between f. and CT is nearly linear over
the pH range 7.8-8.6 (characteristic
of a
particular sequence of sunny days on the
March 1974 record for Aarc-Bern).
The
first two coefficients of the Taylor’s series
in Eq. 40 were explicitly evaluated at pH
8.05, close to the steady state average value,
with the results ( #o/dCr)av = 555 and
( ~2fo/G2 >nv = 2.067 x 106. Since the first
term dominates the second by more than a
factor of 10 even at the extremes ACT =*4
x lo-” M of th e observed range, corresponding to pl1 7.8-8.6, the second term
may be safely neglected. In Eq. 40 we
have used expressions 41 and 42. Substitution of 4042 in Eq. 39 and separation
of stationary and time-dependent
parts
leads to Eq. 43 and 44 (Table lo), where
(fo) = 2.706 x 1O-2 and (Cd ( &/G)
nv =
8.505 x 10-l. The effective exchange constant for total carbonate is evidently given
by Eq. 45, where kca applies only to
CO2(

aq>*

Because Eq. 44 is essentially identical to
Eq. 5 for the fluctuations in dissolved oxygen, its solutions must be of the same form,

Fig. 4. Variation in calculated fraction f. of
total carbonate present as CO2 (aq) with change
in total carbonate concentration CT = [CO2 (as)]
+ [I-I2 COJ + [HCOs-] + [COX~] over pH range
7.8-8.6. An alkalinity value [Alk] = 1.5 x 10e3
M has been assumed. Method of calculation and
values of appropriate equilibrium
constants at
5°C given in text.

In particular, for the 24-h component the
solution is just Eq. 46, where now T and A
are given by Eq. 47 and 48.
Although we have not yet carried out
the analysis of a digitized pH record, reasonably precise estimates of the time lag
and magnitude of the trough-to-crest variation in pH could be made for a stretch of
sunny days in the March 1974 record for
Aare-Bern. The pH time lag was 25 min
longer than the 2.20-h lag of dissolved oxygen, from which it can be calculated that
k Cb= 0.365, compared to the corresponding
value kb = 0.403 for oxygen. Thus, CO2
(aq) outgasses at a rate about 9% lower
than oxygen, as indicated in Eq. 49, while
the effective exchange constant (0.88 kCb)
for total carbonate is about 20% lower than
that of oxygen under the prevailing conditions of alkalinity and pH.
The ratio of exchange constants kCb : kb
= 0.905 can be compared with the ratio of
diffusivities
Dee, : Do, = (0.96 x BP) : (1.10
x lo-“) = 0.875 for CO2 and O2 in water
at 5°C. These diffusivities were computed
from data of Davidson and Cullen (1957)
at 15”, 20”, and 25°C by extrapolation of
the linear log D vs. l/T plots using the
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Table 10. Equations 43-50.

(43)

aaT>

JCCbfo<CT'

+

ax

(44)

kCbCA + B'

=

V

aACT t

v aACT

at

ax

- a<I>

V

+ kCB

t(45)

klCb

= kCb <E > + <CT> afo
1 o
(TT~J

(46)

-AC,(t)

(47)

T

(48)

A = a'(l-<R>)jlIo

q

kCb
-=
kb

(50)

a-,
a

kCb)]

+ (0.88kcb)2]1'2

h12

(49)

kCb

A cosCQl(t-TN;

tan-1[Q1/(0.88

q

= 'a877

0.905

=

(ill2

+ kb2)1'2
+ (0.88kCb)

2 ] 1'2

(8.4

x lO-5>

_

(7.9

x lo-5>

-

Arrhenius equation. The ratio of exchange
constants is equal to the ratio of cliffusivities within the limits of error in either quantity ( Himmelblau 1964).
In correspondence to a trough-to-crest
variation in pH from 7.8 to 8.6 total carbonate changed from 1.571 to 1.492 x 10-3,
or a change of 7.9 x 1O-SM, while dissolved
oxygen changed by about 2.7 mg liter-l or
8.4 x lo-” M 02 during the same day. The
ratio of photsynthetic coefficients (in molar
units) is given approximately
by the result in Eq. 50, which is satisfactorily close
to 1.0, when we consider the comparatively
crude procedure by which the amplitudes
were estimated. Indeed, as noted by Kelly,
values somewhat greater than 1.0 arc to be
expected in general, since production may
lead to formation of lipids and other oxy-

1 2
l

gen deficient compounds, as well as to carbohydrates.
It is now evident that a dctcrmination of
gas exchange, photosynthesis, and respiration dynamics in rivers can be made solely
from pH measurements, together with the
temperature and alkalinity,
in essentially
the same manner as described for dissolved
oxygen.
Mathematical summary
We seek the solution of Eq. 5 when the
driving term on the right-hand side has the
form r(x) cos( ot) + s(x) sin( cot). If we
adopt a solution of the form of Eq. 51 (Table ll), corresponding to neglect of initialtime transients, and substitute in Eq. 5 the
results arc Eq. 52 and 53, where the coefficients of sin ( cot) aud cos ( ot ) have been

0, dynamics
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Table 11. Equations 51-59.
_

_----a----

(51)

AO(x,t)

(52)

-WA(X)

q

c:o:;(wt)

A(x)

+ B(x)

+ lcbB(x)

+ v aB(x)

sincut)

= s(x)

3X

(53)

MB(X)

f v 3&(x)

x
s

(55)

C(x)

(56)

AO(x,t)

(57)

TR 2 1 tan-l
w

+ k@(x)

(kb+iw)(x-x')
- .--t(x'>

e

q

[R$x)~

q

Ri(x)

:

+ R0 (~1~3~'~

co&h-TR)]

+ [S$X)~

V

-L/2
x
Be

Ro(x)

+ CC-L/2)c

kb(x-x')

e

s

dx'

v

-L/2

--

(59)

e--

V

Y

(58)

= P(x)

q

-I,/2

e

kb(x-x')
V

sin

V

Table 12. Equations 60-65.
(60)

R. = rkb/
1

(61)

R0 = rw/(lcb2

+ w*>

(63)

BE = Jo(BRi2

t BRo2)1'2

(Icb2

r(x')

+ lJJ2>

--

dx'

(kb+iw)(x+L/2)
V

+ So (x1211'*

sinCw(t-T

s )I
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Table 13. Equations 66-69.

(66)

t

1
+ nm)

TDmR =
%

(67)

= Jm
D+
mR
2

(D+

mR0

[
X

-(68)

Digi

=

e

I

I2

kb

tan-l

(

-(69)

DliRo

=

/

e

1

Dk?,i

l/2

+ (D;Qi)2
3

(x-x'>

V

-L/2
X

Dk?.o

cos

[jwp

:

'rn)Cx-xlij

a,(x')

,F

kb (x-x'>
V

-i/2

equated separately. After defining C(X)
= A(x) -iB(x:),
and t(x) = T(X) -is(x),
where i= (-l)W, Eq. 52 and 53 can be
written as a single first-order differential
equation (Eq. 54), which can be solved
by standard methods. If the river origin
is at x = -L/2 the general solution (with
constant kb,v) is given by Eq. 55. For sufficiently long stretches x + L/2 from origin
to oxygen monitor the second term can be
ignored. Upon making use of Eq. 55 and
the relation exp [ iot] = cos(ot) + i sin(ot),
as well as standard trigonometric identities,
Eq. 51 can be written in the form of 56,
where Tn,&( x) and R,(x) are given in Eq.
57-59, with exactly corresponding expressions for Z’B, S,(x) , S,(x) , obtained by replacing r ( x’ ) with s( x’ ) in 5,8 and 59. If
T(X) is a constant independent of x, then
Ri and R, are given by Eq. 60 and 61 (Table 12).
From the form of Eq. 13 and the results
in 5661 above it is apparent that the amplitudes and time lags in Eq. 14 are given
by 62 and 63, where Bli and Bl, are given in
Eq. 64 and 65. Analogous expressions hold
for TCl,Cl, but with bl(x’) substituted for
az( x’ ) . Likewise TtDml and D+ml are given
by Eq. 66 and 67, together with 68 and 69
of Table 13, with analogous expressions
holding for T+xml and ECnLI,but with bl( x’)
in place of al( x’) . The time lags T-oml,

T-Rml and amplitudes D-,I and E,, are obtained from the corresponding “+” quantities by setting ol+ a2, to oz - ~1, everywhere.
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